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• What is the Scottish Land Commission?

• What is land value capture?

• Why capture land value?

• What can we learn from the past?

• Where do we go next?

Content



• Vision: “a fair, inclusive and productive system of 
ownership, management and use of land that delivers 
greater benefit for all the people of Scotland”

• Objectives:

– Productivity - driving increased economic, social and cultural 
value from our land

– Diversity - encouraging a more diverse pattern of land 
ownership that spreads the benefits of land more inclusively

– Accountability - ensuring that decisions about land take 
account of those affected and that responsibilities are met

The Scottish Land Commission



• Land reform is about making more of Scotland’s land 
for all of Scotland’s people…

• …it is not all about rural Scotland

Priorities

– Land for housing and development

– Land ownership

– Land use decision making

– Agricultural land holdings

What Land Reform is (and is not)

"Scotland's land must be 
an asset that benefits 

the many, not the few,“ 
First Minister, Nicola Sturgeon



• Mechanisms for capturing betterment

• Three sources of betterment

– Infrastructure improvements

– Planning permission

– Wider societal changes

• A concept rather than a specific policy

What is Land Value Capture? 

Betterment: “any increase in the 
value of a parcel of land that can 
be attributed to factors other 
than the effort or investment of 
the owner or occupier.”



Why Capture Land Value?

“Roads are made, streets are made, services are
improved, electric light turns night into day, water is
brought from reservoirs a hundred miles off in the
mountains - and all the while the landlord sits still.
Every one of those improvements is effected by the
labour and cost of other people and the taxpayers. To
not one of those improvements does the land
monopolist, as a land monopolist, contribute, and yet
by every one of them the value of his land is
enhanced. He renders no service to the community,
he contributes nothing to the general welfare, he
contributes nothing to the process from which his
own enrichment is derived.”

Winston Churchill

• Need, not 
entitlement

• Place-making

• Infrastructure



• Taxing betterment

• Lessons from history

– Political consensus is vital

– Under-resourced schemes have failed

– Best dealt with locally, together with land use planning  

– Scope for LVC is limited in many areas due to low land values

• New Towns model

Lessons from History



• New Towns underpinned by ability to acquire land at 
existing use value

• Could be part of an effective approach today - but 
important questions remain…

– Practical questions of implementation

– Where, when and under what circumstances could it work

– Unintended consequences

The Role of Compulsory Purchase



• What options are available that could be used to 
capture a proportion of publicly created uplifts in land 
value in order to help fund the infrastructure required 
to bring land forward for development? 

– What are the different approaches and how do they work? 

– What the strengths and weaknesses of each approach?

– Under what circumstances would each option work best?

– What would be required to implement these options?

Next Steps



• Infrastructure is not the only barrier to place-making

• Land value capture is a tool – not an approach

• Need for a more collaborative approach 

– Public interest led development

No Easy Answers
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WE WILL COVER
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1. Rationale

• Support

• What are the issues?

• What problem are we trying to solve?

2. Alternative solutions

• Project Kepler

• Public Interest Led Development

• Build to Rent

3. What needs to be done

• Lessons from history

• New, different approaches

• Political will and leadership



RATIONALE
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“The annual produce of the land and labour of the

society, the real wealth and revenue of the great body

of people, might be the same after such a tax as before

ground rents and the ordinary rent of land, are,

therefore, the species of revenue which can best bear to

have a peculiar tax imposed upon them.”

- Adam Smith, 1723-1790

THESE IDEAS HAVE BEEN AROUND FOR A 
LONG TIME…..
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“Landlords grow rich in their sleep without working,

risking or economising. The increase in the value of the

land, arising as it does from the efforts of the entire

community, should belong to the community and not to

the individual who might hold the title.”

- John Stuart Mill, 1806-1873

THESE IDEAS HAVE BEEN AROUND FOR A 
LONG TIME…..
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WE HAVE!

1947 – Town & Country Planning Act, 

nationalised all development value

1951 – Law abolished

1967 – Land Commission Act introduced 

betterment level on realisation of land 

development value, Land Commission formed 

to administer.

1970 – Land Commission abolished

1975 – Community Land Act to nationalise the 

development value of land

1980 – Repealed

WHY HAVE WE NOT DONE IT BEFORE?
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“The provisions were complex, avoidable, 

unpopular and raised little revenue.” – Bogota at 

al (2008) on 1975 Community Land Act

“In addition to the administrative challenges 

associated with these efforts, one of the primary 

reasons for failure was that land owners faced 

with value capture taxes simply withheld their 

land from the market until the tax was abolished 

contributing to an overall land shortage.” –

Plimmer & McNab (1980) on repeal of The 

Development Land Tax in 1985

WHY HAVE WE NOT DONE IT BEFORE?
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ISSUES WITH LVC

1. SECTION 75 ALREADY DOES THIS TO SOME 
EXTENT

2. IMPACTS ON DEVELOPMENT VIABILITY

3. MANY PARTS OF SCOTLAND HAVE SITES WITH 
LITTLE OR NO LAND VALUE

4. POTENTIALLY LEADS TO MORE CONFRONTATION 
AND LESS COLLABORATION

5. HAS BEEN DONE IN UK BEFORE WITH VERY 
LIMITED SUCCESS



31/05/2018

HOUSING SUPPLY IS THE PROBLEM

2007 Government Target
35,000 homes per year

Private: 21,679 

(84%)

Social: 4,062   

(16%)

Private: 14,041 (80%)

Social: 3,560   (20%)

Build rate when 2007 target 
set

25,741 homes per year

Current Build Rate
17,601 homes per year

24

= 1,000 households

Completions: Q3 2016-Q3 2017



AS IS HOUSING AFFORDABILITY

31/05/2018

COMMERCIAL & IN CONFIDENCE

“Take mortgages

The average two-year fixed rate home loan for someone with a 5% deposit is 

now 4.25%. The average rate for the (usually richer) person with a 40% 

deposit is 1.7%.

The person with a 5% deposit pays 2.5x the price for his money“

The simple fact: money has never been this cheap, for this long, on this scale.

And yet cheap money is not available to all. 

We think about debt as being something that poor people have. Yet it is in fact more a privilege of 

government, large corporations, and the very rich – and it has created this unholy alliance between the 

three to prop up asset prices at all costs.

• Houses cost too much
• We need more of them but
• We aren’t building enough of them and
• Our current ideas (Help to Buy) don’t fix the problem

25

https://moneyweek.com/history-is-a-useful-guide-for-investors-but-which-period-are-we-in-today/?utm_campaign=money-morning-newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter


ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS
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CURRENTLY…

31/05/2018

COMMERCIAL & IN CONFIDENCE

Bricks & Mortar

All elements currently delivered by 

house builder seeking a return on 

capital of 30%+

But, only 60% of 

the cost of the 

house is the house 

itself

Funded through a 

mortgageLand, Infrastructure, Public Realm & Place Making

27



THE PLACE-MAKING BOND
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COMMERCIAL & IN CONFIDENCE
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• Pay for Land, Infrastructure and placemaking costs through a long-term bond funded by pension funds 

backed by Govt./Local Authority

• House buyer pays for Bricks and Mortar with a mortgage

• and Pays into a Community Homes Fund each year to pay back the pension fund

• Houses now cost 45% less to buy, with 45% lower deposits and a 30% Saving on annual outgoings

Bricks & Mortar

Land, Infrastructure, Public Realm & 

Place Making

Community Homes

Fund

4.4%

Mortgage

1.15%



HOW IT WORKS
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COMMERCIAL & IN CONFIDENCE

Community Homes

Fund

C.H.I.P.

Community Homes & Infrastructure 

Payment

BANK

£

£

£

4.4%
1.15%

Mortgage

House 
Builder

Bricks & Mortar

Land, Infrastructure, Public Realm & Place 

Making

The Occupier

L.A.

GUARANTEE
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ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

31/05/2018

COMMERCIAL & IN CONFIDENCE

• Housebuilders would compete for land on the quality of design and build not land price

• SME builders could compete, as balance sheets and borrowing capacity no longer as critical

• Lower deposits means more people able to buy, so quicker take up, better place-making and improved council tax receipts

• Occupancy cost reduced, meaning more money to save/invest, or spend in the local economy

• Infrastructure & land become an income stream for local community

• Strategic land more easily developed

• Govt. has facilitated pension funds to invest in housing through the bonds

• PRS investing institutions can invest in the ‘bricks and mortar’ and achieve target yields at sensible rents

30



PUBLIC INTEREST LED DEVELOPMENT

31/05/2018
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Source: S. Tolson & A. Rintoul, The delivery of Public Interest Led Development in Scotland: A discussion paper. For Land Lines, Scottish Land Commission. March 2018





BTR FOCUS IS EDINBURGH & GLASGOW
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WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE
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WE ALREADY KNOW HOW TO SOLVE THINGS

31/05/2018

COMMERCIAL & IN CONFIDENCE
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• Winner of 25 industry awards, 
including the Queen’s Award 
(2017)

• Mixed tenure: 400 affordable, 300 
open market sale (Phase 1), 120 
bed care home

• 700 homes in 700 days

• 1,500 jobs created

• High quality, energy efficient 
homes (EcoHomes Excellent 
Rating)

o District heating system = 30-
40% more efficient 

o Solar panels

• Affordable - £132/sqft average sale 
price

• Exceptional sales – 12 
homes/month

Athletes’ Village, Dalmarnock



PARTNERSHIP DELIVERY

31/05/2018

COMMERCIAL & IN CONFIDENCE
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• Land/infrastructure delivered for Commonwealth Games by public sector

• House builder consortium City Legacy delivered bricks & mortar

• But Significant cost to public sector – which was not recovered. 

A COMMUNITY HOMES FUND approach would solve this problem

Bricks & Mortar

Land, Infrastructure, Public Realm & Place Making



PILD – WE USED TO DO THIS STUFF

31/05/2018
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Source: S. Tolson & A. Rintoul, The delivery of Public Interest Led Development in Scotland: A discussion paper. For Land Lines, Scottish Land Commission. March 2018



PILD – WE STILL DO THIS STUFF!

31/05/2018
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Source: S. Tolson & A. Rintoul, The delivery of Public Interest Led Development in Scotland: A discussion paper. For Land Lines, Scottish Land Commission. March 2018



PEOPLE ARE DOING THINGS DIFFERENTLY

31/05/2018



PEOPLE ARE DOING THINGS DIFFERENTLY

31/05/2018



41Example: 3D-printed 600 to 800sqft houses for $4,000 in under one day



42Apex House, London: Tallest modular building in Europe at 29 stories by HTA
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“We have failed through a combination of cowardice,

complacency, laziness and incomprehension”

- Nick Boles, former UK Government Planning

Minister
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1. Scotland’s has a chronic housing shortage

2. But lots of land

3. We need to use the land better – bring into play right land in right places at

right time to solve the crisis

4. This needs a more proactive and evidence-based approach that at the moment

is lacking
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Land Value Capture – an 

Exploration of Methods and 

Views

Housing, Public Interest Led 

Development and Land Value Capture

Archie Rintoul



Land Value Capture – Why is it important: 

1. Housing 

• We aren’t building enough housing

• The houses we build may not be of the 

right type

• Build out rate is often slower than it should 

be 

• Our current methodology isn’t working well

• We need to look at new ways  of building 

to meet communities’ needs



Land Value Capture – Why is it important: 

2. Infrastructure

• We need to ensure the infrastructure necessary to 

support development is built

• Public sector still provides most infrastructure which 

makes development possible

• This often provides substantial windfall gains to the 

landowner

• Widespread view that not enough of this gain returns to 

the public sector to pay for the infrastructure

• How can we ensure that landowner pays fair share?



Land Value Capture – How do we do it? 

3. A Public Interest Led Development Model

• Housing Land Agency works in partnership with local 

authority and community

• Acquires land; master plans; develops infrastructure

• Sells land to developers, ready to build, with no need to 

negotiate S75s

• Areas reserved for self and custom build; co-housing; 

affordable housing; SME builders; BTR, if needed

• Delivers housing at the pace required by community, 

rather than developer led

• Development agreements and design guidance to fit LA 

and community needs and to high placemaking standard



Land Value Capture – how do we do it? 

4. How do we pay for it?

• Can use traditional methodology of CPO at Market Value, and fund 

through PWLB, Prudential borrowing, or innovatively through bond 

market, Scottish Investment Bank or create mutual/cooperative 

funds

• Sometimes said to be too expensive to allow number of schemes at 

same time: go over to CPO at Existing Use Value?

• Problems: ECHR implications?; dual system again – EUV for some 

acquisitions and MV for others: would Courts, Parliament, population 

at large see this as fair? 

• Use a continental model: Steven Tolson and I suggested something 

on a more collaborative German model, where land bought at EUV 

or small multiple, and residual profit after infrastructure investment 

and all land sales shared on equitable basis with original landowner



Land Value Capture – how do we do it?

5. Non PILD developments(1)

• Previous argument only of relevance if CPO used; if not, must look 

at improving current LVC – Developer Contribution – methodology

• Problems:

• - negotiations between planners and developers can be slow

• - inconsistency between different planning authorities

• - “unequal balance of power between planners and developers”

• - Standard tariffs can understate high value sites and render lower 

value sites unviable

• - But – not allowed to pool across a LA area

• - Planners often don’t have necessary skills to analyse viability 

assessments

• - good sites don’t contribute nearly enough



Land Value Capture – how do we do it?

6. Non PILD developments(2)

• SG is considering an Infrastructure levy 

• CIL experience in England does not inspire confidence

• 2016 Review found it anything but “Fast, fair, simple and 

transparent”, as intended, and suggested changes

• Original estimate was for between £4.7Bn and £6.8Bn in 10 years; 

actually achieved £170M (3% of above estimate) in first 5 years

• Yet – current methodology only captures small proportion of what it 

might from high value sites, and we still need to improve this

• Need to do something about pooling developer contributions across 

planning authority area (following Aberdeenshire case)

• Housing Land Agency mentioned earlier could be responsible for 

enabling general infrastructure delivery, as suggested by the 

Planning Review Team in form of an Infrastructure Agency 



Land Value Capture

1. a wider context: a changed landscape for 
public investment, from a National 
Investment Bank down to Community 
Empowerment, and how Land Value 
Capture sits between;
2. how the financial leverage offered by LVC 
liberates other useful forms of community 
building, from a return to truly-“affordable” 
social rental to Co-Housing and Self-build;
3. why we need to look beyond its 
application to leafy mid-and-high market 
areas, to the regeneration of urban 
dereliction.

Malcolm Fraser                     31 May 20182
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Diversification of Supply





National Investment Bank



National Investment Bank

Initiatives:
. Schools
. Hospitals
.  Public Housing – with L.A.s
. Industrial infrastructure









Bridgend Inspiring Growth, Edinburgh
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Plan-led Supply



Plan-led Supply



Stalled Sites - Compulsory Sales Orders



Infrastructure Funding



Plan-led Supply



Diversification of Supply



Diversification of Supply – Collective Self-build



Frisealach, Roshven





Collective Self-build:  Vrijburcht, Amsterdam



Bath Street Collective Custom-build, Portobello, Edinburgh



Bath Street Collective Custom-build, Portobello, Edinburgh
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Infrastructure Funding – Land Value Capture – and Regeneration
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Land Value Capture

European comparison of underlying legal 

principles
Thomas Aubrey

Edinburgh, 31st May



Land Value Capture - Public Interest Projects

Edinburgh excludes public land sales
France & Germany are indicative estimates based on an assessment of their legal systems
Netherlands analysis based on premium between agricultural value and price of land 
acquired by local authorities 

Illustrative



North West Cambridge Development (3,000 

units)

• “The market housing, which will number 1,500 units, and retail and commercial 
developments contribute significantly to the viability of the development.” 

Cambridge University bond prospectus

• CPP estimates that 1,500 plots at residential land value is worth c. £190m
• Infrastructure investment for project estimated at £70m

• Where the public 
authority owns the 
land, levels of land 
value capture are 
similar to C. European 
countries

• This is the exception 
rather than the rule



Legislative Background
• Land Compensation (Scotland) Act 1963 - Clause 23, 1a: In a case where the relevant 

interest is to be acquired for purposes which involve the carrying out of proposals of the 
acquiring authority for development of the relevant land or part thereof….it shall be 
assumed that planning permission would be granted, in respect of the relevant land or 
that part thereof, as the case may be, such as would permit development thereof in 
accordance with the proposals of the acquiring authority. 

• Pointe Gourde principle: Compensation cannot include an increase in value due to the
scheme, but it is to be assumed that the land outside of the scheme would still have a
value based on the assumption of planning permission

• Land Clauses Consolidation (Scotland) Act 1845 - Clause 61: Regard to be had… to the
value of the land [to the owner]

• ECHR: Protection of Property (1) No one shall be deprived of his possessions except in
the public interest and subject to the conditions provided for by law and by the general
principles of international law.



Post-war European Jurisprudence

• Ownership of land does not include a right to the development value that results from urban 

growth in general and the provision of infrastructure in particular. 

• The Netherlands, Germany and France share an outlook in that property is socially bound and the 

damage caused by government acts is a component of the social risk that individuals run as 

residents of those countries. Main government interventions in property rights include:

- Pre-emption rights established by municipalities enables them to have the first right of refusal 

which has also been used to restrict the acquisition of agricultural land

- Land-use planning can be used to influence the value of land Eg. Changing land use to a park 

- Expropriation if the owner is unwilling to sell but the land is needed for a public purpose



France, Germany & The Netherlands

• France: : Article L 160-5 of the French Code de l’Urbanisme states that “regulations and norms that 

result from this code, including the prohibition to build anything, do not open a right to compensation” 

• Germany: The basic law about land and planning (the Baugesetzbuch) limits the guarantee of 

property in two ways, by stating that “the content and limits of the guarantee shall be defined by the 

laws,” and that “property entails obligations, and its use shall also serve the public good”

• Netherlands: In 2008, Dutch compensation arrangements were further amended to bring them in line 

with France and Germany. The vast majority of claims for compensation relate to indirect damage 

rather than modified land use plans with an average claim of €10,000



European Convention on Human Rights 

A1P1
• The Convention can be applied directly by European courts without an intermediate step of a 

translation, interpretation, and adaptation in national legislation. Three basic principles thus 

apply directly at the European level:

- The guarantee of property 

- The possibility of expropriation in the public interest 

- The possibility of restricting land use without compensation for general interest purposes



Proposals to “Europeanise” Scottish law

• No-Scheme World principle enshrined in 1963 (Scotland) Act disregards the 

value of the infrastructure investment for compensation, but still includes the 

assumption of planning permission which in urban centres is often the significant 

portion

• Scottish local authorities could capture similar uplift to other European countries 

by building on “No-Scheme World” whereby compensation is not awarded for the 

change in land use 

• This could be achieved by “removing prospective planning permission from the 

compensation arrangements… and certificates of appropriate alternative 

development” from the 1963 (Scotland) Act, resulting in land values falling close 

to existing use value

• Recent challenges to A1P1 in the UK suggest that the notion of a balanced 

consideration between the demands of the general interest of the community and 

the requirements of the protection of the individual’s fundamental rights must be 

addressed in order to succeed



Lunch
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An additional LVC mechanism was presented on the day by Bill 
Pagan – his blog with fuller explanation and spreadsheet can 
be found here. http://www.befs.org.uk/latest/land-value-
capture-a-think-piece/

http://www.befs.org.uk/latest/land-value-capture-a-think-piece/


Final Comments 
Euan Leitch, Director, BEFS


